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Inquiry about shortage of raw materials for snow crab 
 
I refer to written inquiries from you in the autumn of 2016, our meeting in Oslo at the Ministry of Trade 
and Industry 21 November 2016, as well as your letter and inquiries of 15 December to the EEA and EU 
Minister (then Elisabeth Vik Aspaker) now Frank Bakke-Jensen, Prime Minister Erna Solberg and me 
regarding the situation regarding the shortage of raw materials for the factory in Båtsfjord. 
 
To improve the supply of raw materials, you have proposed a possible solution to the situation by the 
Norwegian authorities granting the status of a pilot project that gives four Latvian fishing vessels 
temporary permission to fish snow crab on the Norwegian continental shelf, on the condition that all snow 
crab is delivered to Seagourmet AS's factory in Båtsfjord. 
 
Norway as a coastal state has the exclusive right to regulate the resources on the Norwegian continental 
shelf, including snow crab. In Smutthullet, the entire area is divided between Russia and Norway, and 
today the population of snow crab is biggest on the Russian shelf. The regulations banning snow crab 
fishing apply to the entire Norwegian continental shelf, including the one that forms the seabed under the 
Fisheries Protection Zone off Svalbard. In that sense, there is no difference between being on the 
Norwegian side in Smutthullet, in the Norwegian economic zone (within 200 nm) or in the Fisheries 
Protection Zone near Svalbard. The Norwegian shelf extends north from the mainland around and past 
Svalbard. 
 
Latvia is a member of the EU, and the four Latvian vessels envisaged in the pilot project are part of the 
EU fleet. Under current regulations, Latvian vessels cannot catch snow crab in the Fisheries Protection 
Zone, nor is there a legal right to allow for this. An important precondition for any change in this is a 
quota agreement with the EU. It is the EU Commission that has exclusive competence to negotiate with 
third countries such as Norway on fishing agreements, including access to fishing in each other's 
jurisdictions. 
 
In the bilateral negotiations for 2016 and 2017, Norway has offered the EU a quota for snow crab as part 
of the current account in the annual negotiations. A prerequisite for such a change from the Norwegian 
side is that all snow crab fished by EU vessels on the Norwegian continental shelf must be landed in 
Norway. This is, among other things, to facilitate the demand for raw materials for the land-based snow 
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crab business. In order to reach such an agreement, the EU must compensate Norway for this by 
allocating quotas for other species to Norway. So far, the EU has not wanted to pay for such a quota 
change on snow crab. The EU was most recently reminded of Norway's offer of a quota exchange 
agreement for snow crabs in a meeting between the Norwegian fisheries authorities and the EU on 10 
January 2017. 
 
As the EU has so far not wanted to enter into an agreement with Norway on the exchange of a quota for 
snow crab for other species, the Latvian vessels cannot be given access through a pilot project. It is an 
absolute precondition for the Latvian vessels to have access to snow crab fishing on the Norwegian 
continental shelf that an agreement is entered into between the EU Commission and Norway. 
 
With best regards 
 
/signature/ 
Per Sandberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






